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Abstract

The importance of adapting networks of worksta-

tions for use as parallel processing platforms is well

established. However, current solutions do not al-

ways address important issues that exist in real net-

works. External factors like the sharing of resources,

unpredictable behavior of the network, and failures, are

present in multiuser networks and must be addressed.

Calypso is a prototype software system for writing

and executing parallel programs on non-dedicated plat-

forms, based on COTS networked workstations, oper-

ating systems, and compilers. Among notable prop-

erties of the system are: (1) simple programming

paradigm incorporating shared memory constructs and

separating the programming and the execution paral-

lelism, (2) transparent utilization of unreliable shared

resources by providing dynamic load balancing and

fault tolerance, and (3) e�ective performance for large

classes of coarse-grained computations.

We present the system and report our initial experi-

ments and performance results in settings that closely

resemble the dynamic behavior of a \real" network.
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Under varying work-load conditions, resource avail-

ability and process failures, the e�ciency of the test

program we present ranged from 84% to 94% bench-

marked against a sequential program.

1 Goals and Properties of Calypso

Networks of workstations exist in many organiza-
tions, and their number is growing rapidly. These ma-
chines are mostly idle. Thus, it is very attractive and
cost-e�ective to utilize this frequently wasted resource.
Given the previous reasons, then why is it that pro-
grams that utilize networks of workstations have not
proliferated? A major reason is that the cost to har-

ness this power is too high. That is, although net-
works of workstations are a good value in terms of
raw computing power (meaning hardware), the cost
to harness this power (meaning software development)
still remains high and unattractive.

There are systems to utilize this hidden power, but
they often do not address some important issues. For
example they require extensive changes to the pro-
gramming model, or they are unable to handle the sep-
aration of programming and execution parallelism, or
they cannot deal with failures, or they lack adequate
load distribution and balancing to account for slow
and fast machines.

The challenging problems in providing a satisfac-
tory environment for parallel processing on networks
of workstations are well known. Such problems in-
clude programmability, high-performance, scalability,
load balancing, and fault-masking. We have addressed
most of these in the design and the implementation of
Calypso.
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Furthermore, as the commercial and the administra-
tive realities prohibit the vast majority of users from
buying special purpose hardware and running \pri-
vate" operating systems, Calypso utilizes standard
hardware and standard software. The current proto-
type runs under SunOS, and the system has been de-
signed and implemented to be portable. We expect
ports to run on most Unix-based operating systems as
well as Windows NT.

Calypso is a prototype system for writing and ex-
ecuting parallel programs on multiuser networks. It
it unique among other systems in that it provides the
following features through a uni�ed set of solutions.

� Ease of Programming: The programs are writ-
ten in Calypso Source Language (CSL). CSL
is C++ with added constructs to express paral-
lelism. It is based on the shared memory model
and it is very simple to learn and use. The pro-
grammer does not have to partition the data, or
to specify how to synchronize or move it among
the workstations.

� Separation of Programming Parallelism

from Execution Parallelism: The parallelism
inherent to a problem is independent of the num-
ber machines it will run on. So, why should a
parallel program be tied to the number of avail-
able workstations|a number that in most cases is
unpredictable and transient? This is a common
weakness in many systems, and adds complexity
to an already di�cult program development. The
mapping between program parallelism and execu-
tion parallelism is transparent in Calypso.

� Dynamic Load Balancing and Fault Tol-

erance: Calypso automatically distributes the
work-load depending on the dynamics of the par-
ticipating machines. Faster machines are not
blocked waiting for slower machines to �nish
their \work assignments"|faster machines over-
take the slower ones. In addition, Calypso ex-
ecutions are resilient to failures. All processes,
other than a speci�c designated \manager" pro-
cess, can fail at any point without a�ecting the

correctness of the computation. In contrast with
other fault-tolerant systems, there is e�ectively no
additional cost associated with this feature in the
absence of failures. This is con�rmed by our ini-
tial observation that the performance of Calypso
is comparable to other non-fault-tolerant systems.

� High Performance: While providing the fea-
tures listed above, our initial experiments indi-
cate that the overhead is small, and a large class
of coarse-grained computations can bene�t from
Calypso.

The paradigm that Calypso embodies in a work-
ing system, was �rst described in [26]. That paper de-
tails a methodology for instrumenting general parallel
programs to automatically obtain their fault-tolerant
counterparts. While the solutions in [26] were for-
mulated in the context of synchronous faults, they
were later applied in [24] to a certain variant of asyn-
chronous behavior (as does Calypso).

A uni�ed set of mechanisms, eager scheduling and
collating di�erential memory, is used to provide the
functionality of Calypso. The idempotence property
is fundamental in Calypso: a code segment can be
executed multiple times (with possibly some partial
executions), with exactly-once semantics.

The importance of idempotence, and the utilization
of the eager scheduling to take advantage of it, was
discovered in [26] in an abstract context. (The term
\eager scheduling" itself was coined recently.) Eager
scheduling is a mechanism for assigning concurrently
executable tasks to the available machines. Any ma-
chine can execute any \enabled" task independent of
whether this task is already under execution by another
machine. As a consequence, free machines end up do-
ing more work than loaded ones, leading to a balanced
system. Secondly, computations do not stall while
dealing with system's asynchrony and faults. Thirdly,
newly available machines can transparently be inte-
grated into an executing computation. And �nally,
any of the machines that are \helping out" the parallel
computation can fail or slow down at any time.

The mechanism of collating di�erential memory
provides logical coherence and synchronization while
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avoiding false sharing. It is an adaption and re�ne-
ment of the two-phase idempotent execution strategy

[26] among others. Memory updates are collated to as-
sure exactly-once logical execution, and they are trans-
mitted as bitwise di�erences, preventing false sharing.
This supports e�cient implementation of idempotence
in addition to other performance bene�ts that we shall
see later.

2 Previous and Related Work

Calypso has its roots in results by us and by our
colleagues addressing fault tolerance, parallel program
execution on fault-prone and asynchronous abstract
machines, and distributed systems [30, 31, 11, 26, 12,
24, 14, 21, 23, 22, 4, 25, 3, 15, 13]. The research
leading to Calypso started as formal work which de-
veloped provable methods for executing parallel com-
putations, initially on abstract machines with crash-
failing processors, and later on abstract machines with
asynchronous processors. An outline of a network
of workstations-based system for parallel computing
based on earlier formal work was presented in [13].
Calypso is an evolution of this design, and is the
result of considerable redesign and extensive experi-
mentation on progressively more and more sophisti-
cated implementations. Major new developments in
Calypso include: (1) a programming strategy that
allows dynamic thread segment declarations, thus pro-
viding programming scalability; (2) dynamically eval-
uated termination condition to increase e�ciency; (3)
addition of sequential steps to handle external interac-
tions and side e�ects; (4) a global management mech-
anism which uses bu�ering, collating of updates and
transmits updates as di�erences thus allowing arbi-
trary logical data granularity; (5) memory locality
management. However, it does not implement a fault-
tolerant manager as described in [13], which relied on
dispersal and evasion.

Among the many systems that directly address par-
allel computing on workstation networks, some focus
on providing message passing mechanisms. Message
passing systems closely resemble the underlying hard-
ware in a portable environment. Popular systems in-

clude PVM [16], P4 [9] and MPI [18]. The remote
procedure call mechanism adds structure to message
passing systems and makes programming a little sim-
pler. Concert/C [2] from IBM and DCE-RPC [28] are
examples of mature and portable packages. Calypso
provides a high-level programming model that relieves
the programmer from handling the underlying commu-
nication layer.

Another class of systems for parallel computing fo-
cuses on providing DSM (Distributed Shared Mem-
ory) across loosely-coupled workstations. IVY [29] was
one of the �rst implementations of DSM. Midway [8],
Munin [7], and now TreadMarks [27] and Quarks pro-
vide a weaker, and sometimes multiple consistency se-
mantics in order to improve performance. In contrast,
Calypso provides a simple, and a uni�ed program-
ming model that separates logical and execution par-
allelism. In addition, load balancing is not left for the
programmer, rather provided by the system.

Linda [10] is a variant of DSM that provides a com-
mon global space. Piranha [17] is built on top of Linda
and allows workstations to join an ongoing computa-
tion as they become idle, and retreat when reclaimed
by their owners. In fact, our daemons are modeled
after Piranha. But unlike all of the previous systems,
Calypso can mask process crashes.

There have been several proposals to provide fault
tolerance, mostly by augmenting an existing system.
They include FT-PVM [32], FT-Linda [5], PLinda [19],
and Orca [20]. A notable exception is DOME [1]
that incorporated fault tolerance and load balancing
form the onset. These systems provide fault toler-
ance by using well known mechanisms: checkpointing
the data, logging messages, and using reliable atomic
broadcasts. In contrast, Calypso uses a uni�ed set
of techniques to tolerate failures and slowdowns. Fur-
thermore, in the absence of failures, there is virtually
no overhead.

3 Syntax and Semantics of Calypso

Programs that run on theCalypso system are writ-
ten in CSL. Programs are structured by inserting par-
allel tasks into sequential programs. We refer to an
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Parallel StepSequential Step Parallel Step Sequential Step

Step 1 Step 2 Step 3 Step 4

Figure 1: A fragment of an evolving execution.

execution of such a parallel task as a parallel step, and
we refer to the sequential execution fragment between
two consecutive parallel steps as a sequential step. The
execution of a parallel step consists of several concur-
rent thread segments. Figure 1 illustrates a small frag-
ment of an evolving execution.

CSL is C++ augmented with 4 keywords: shared,
parbegin, parend, and routine. Informally, the ma-
jor features and restrictions of CSL are as follows.

The address space of CSL programs is partitioned
into two disjoint areas: private and shared. Shared
variables are declared by:

shared f member-list g

A parallel step is a new compound statement to express
parallelism. A typical form of one such statement is:

parbegin

routine[int-exp ] (int width , int id )

f routine-body g

parend

(There could be several routine statements.)

During the execution of a parallel step, for each
routine statement several concurrent jobs are logi-
cally \spawned." We call these thread segments. The
number of thread segments is speci�ed by int-exp, and
this number is passed to the �rst parameter of the
routine-body , i.e. the width �eld. The second argu-
ment i.e. the id �eld, contains its unique number which
ranges from 0 to int-exp � 1. Thus, each thread seg-
ment is able to adapt and distinguish its behavior from

that of its siblings by these two parameters. Once all
thread segments are completed, the parallel step ends.
(Dynamic termination conditions are allowed too.)

A routine-body is a sequential C++ program frag-
ment. It can access the shared data, the two parame-
ters passed to it (width and id), and its local data. It
cannot have external e�ects (such as I/O).

Within a parallel step CR&EW (concurrent read
and exclusive write, or multiple readers and a single
writer) semantics are supported. In other words, a
data item can be read by any number of thread seg-
ments and written by at most one. (In fact we have
implemented the stronger Common CR&CW model.)
Semantically, all thread segments read the value of
shared variables at the beginning of the parallel step,
and write atomically at the end of a parallel step.

The following is the complete source code of a CSL
program that initializes two 500 � 500 matrices with
pseudo-random numbers, multiplies them in parallel,
and stores the result in the third matrix.

01 #include <calypso.H>

02 const int N = 500;

03 shared {

04 float A[N][N], B[N][N], C[N][N];

05 };

06

07 void rFill(float m[N][N], int size) {

08 for (int i=0; i<size; i++)

09 for (int j=0; j<size; j++)
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Figure 2: The software architecture of the current Calypso prototype

10 m[i][j] = rand();

11 }

12

13 void calypso_main(int ac, char *av[]) {

14 rFill(A, N, N);

15 rFill(B, N, N);

16 parbegin

17 routine[NUM] (int width, int id) {

18 int from = id * (N/width);

19 int to = from + (N/width);

20 for (int i=from; i<to; i++)

21 for (int j=0; j<N; j++) {

22 C[i][j] = 0;

23 for (int k=0; k<N; k++)

24 C[i][j] += A[i][k] * B[k][j];

25 } // for

26 } // routine

27 parend;

28 } // calypso_main

Lines 3{5 de�ne 3 shared arrays. Lines 14{15 ini-

tialize the input arrays A and B. Line 16 starts a parallel
step. This step consists of only one routine, where NUM
thread segments concurrently perform the multiplica-
tion and store the result in C.

4 From a Program to its Execution

In general the execution of a CSL program is dis-
tributed over a dynamically changing set of intercon-
nected host machines. We do not need a speci�c net-
work protocol or a shared �le system for Calypso.
In fact, we ran a CSL program on a set of machines,
some in New York and some in Phoenix, with the ma-
chines at each location connected by an Ethernet, and
the two locations connected by the Internet.

A Calypso computation is executed by exactly one
manager, and a dynamically changing set of worker
processes. In the current prototype the manager must
be a completely reliable process. The workers may
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come and go, speed up and slow down in an unpre-
dictable manner, depending on the transient availabil-
ity of resources and not on the properties of the compu-
tation. In Figure 2, we sketch the software architecture
of Calypso.

Once a CSL program, say program.csl is written,
it is preprocessed, compiled, linked, and then exe-
cuted.

Our preprocessor reads a CSL program (e.g.
program.csl) and generates a standard C++ program
(e.g. program.c). Basically, routines are stripped

away and wrapped in functions. As a very schematic
example consider the pseudo-CSL program fragment:

parbegin

routine[m](int wid, int id)

f SequenceOfStatements g

parend;

The preprocessor replaces the parbegin-parend con-
struct with calls to our library functions that will at
run-time: (1) createm instances of functions each exe-
cuting SequenceOfStatements , (2) assign executions of
these functions to available workers, and (3) manage
and monitor the execution.

Compilation of program.c using standard C++
compiler produces program.o, which is then linked
with our library to produce a.out.

As mentioned before, the manager executes sequen-
tial steps. Once it reaches a parallel step, it suspends
execution and \manages" the execution. Again for
simplicity assume the previous CSL program fragment.

Say that SequenceOfStatements has been stripped
and wrapped in a function called foo123. At the be-
ginning of the parallel step the manager prepares a
progress table and initializes it as follows:

Step Function Width Id Started Finished

2 foo123 3 0 0 NO

2 foo123 3 1 0 NO

2 foo123 3 2 0 NO

The last row of the table, for instance, indicates that
the current step is 2; that a thread segment de�ned by
the function named foo123 needs to computed; that
there are 3 such thread segments de�ned by this func-
tion; that this rows describes the third out of 3 sibling

thread segments (numbered 0, 1, 2); that 0 workers
have started working on this thread segment; and that
its computation has not yet �nished.

The system utilizes a simple version of eager

scheduling as follows. The manager listens to work-
ers requesting work. It assigns to each free worker a
thread segment that has not been �nished|among all
such thread segments it assigns one that has been as-
signed the least number of times. Notice that the same
thread segment can be assigned out multiple times.

Assume that at some point in the execution the
�rst thread segment has been assigned to two work-
ers, the second thread segment has been assigned to
one worker, and the third thread segment has been
given out to a worker, which has subsequently com-
pleted its execution. This is reected by the following
table:

Step Function Width Id Started Finished

2 foo123 3 0 2 NO

2 foo123 3 1 1 NO

2 foo123 3 2 1 YES

We now turn to the description of a worker. The
worker knows the shared pages|pages on which all
and only shared variables are located. The worker
access-protects the shared pages (using the system call
mprotect()), and then contacts the manager for work.
The manager then sends it an assignment speci�ed by
the 3 parameters foo123, width, and id. The worker
now executes this assignment: it runs function foo123

with parameters width and id. During this execution,
the �rst time a worker accesses a protected shared vari-
able a SIGSEGV signal is raised. The signal handler
fetches the appropriate page from the manager, installs
it in the worker's process space, and unprotects the
page for future use. Then the computation proceeds.
When the task terminates, the worker identi�es all of
its dirty memory and sends the di�erences (xors) be-
tween the original page and the updated page to the
manager. Then it protects its shared pages again and
contacts the manager for another job to do.

The manager accepts the �rst completed execution
of each thread segment and discards subsequent ones,
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including the updates sent. The manager bu�ers the
updates until the end of a parallel step, at which time
all updates are performed. Di�erent parts of a page
can be updated by di�erent workers, as long as the
CR&EW condition is met. In a parallel step values
read by a worker are those existing at the beginning of
the step, and the updated values are readable only at
the beginning of the next step. As a consequence, cor-
rectness is assured in spite of multiplicity of execution.
Yet there is no need for expensive mechanisms such as
distributed locking, and page shuttling is completely
avoided.

The simplicity of CSL program lends itself to cer-
tain optimizations. For example, paged-in shared
memory segments can be kept valid as long as pos-
sible, without paying the overhead associated with an
invalidation protocol. So for instance, if a page was
last modi�ed in step 4, it was read by some worker
in step 6, and that worker is working on a thread in
step 8, then the worker does not fetch the page but
accesses its cached copy. This is a low cost almost
free strategy: read-only shared pages are fetched by a
worker at most once; write-only shared pages are never
fetched; modi�ed shared pages are re-fetched only if
necessary; and invalidation requests are piggybacked
on the work assignments. The programmer does not

declare the type of coherence or caching technique to

use, rather, the system dynamically adapts.

Of course, the workers (and their locations) and
thread segments are not related in any fundamental
way. In fact, the current syntax of CSL does not even

allow the programmer to specify the workers or how
to distribute the data.

5 Experiments

Several applications have been implemented in CSL.
These include both toy examples and real applications,
such as several sorting algorithms, DFT, computa-
tion of eigenvalues and eigenvectors, Option-Adjusted-
Spread bond indices [6], and modules of the Automatic
Target Recognition software. We have tested the per-
formance of some of these applications.

For a clear, simple, and complete illustration, we

present the exact performance results for the speci�c
program listed in Section 3. The program does not

contain any explicit code for load balancing or fault

tolerance, but is run under Calypso.

To model machines with di�erent capabilities, ma-
chines joining and dropping from the computation, we
used machines of three pro�les: A, B, and C.

Machine A is \perfect," and available at 100% ca-
pacity throughout the computation. Machine B is
\slow," perhaps timeshared with another independent
sequential or parallel computation and therefore avail-
able only at 50% capacity. Machine C becomes avail-
able 60 seconds into the computation, and then disap-
pears 120 seconds later. (See Figure 3.)

Each machine pro�le P , is de�ned by the func-
tion availabilityP mapping time (in seconds) into the
interval [0; 1]. Then if the computation lasted for
time T , the work that was made available to us isR
T

t=0
availabilityP dt. This is the area of the shaded

region (for time interval [0; T ]) in the top graphs of
Figure 3. For a computation of time T , the total work

is de�ned by W =
P

n

i=1

R T
t=0

availabilityPi
dt.

The work W is the \charge" we incur for having
the machines available to us during the computation,
whether we use it e�ectively or not. Thus the overhead
includes the network time, the time wasted by redoing
computations, the time taken to move data between
workers and the manager, the time spent by the oper-
ating system and other system activities.

We used a purely sequential C++ matrix multipli-
cation program as our base case, and compared the
performance of the CSL program given earlier to it.
The sequential program took 828 seconds, while run-
ning on one 100% available machine. Hence, Tbase =
828 seconds and Wbase = 828 machine-seconds.

Our performance metric is e�ciency, de�ned by:
e�ciency =Wbase=W . E�ciency is the important met-
ric, since it measures how well we use the resources
provided to us, bench-marked against the purely se-
quential case.

For our experiments we used Sun SLC workstations
connected by a 10MBit Ethernet. Here we report three
sets of experiments, where each experiment is labeled
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Figure 3: Performance results for the matrix multiplication CSL program
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with the pro�les of the machines used, so 2A+4B in-
dicates that there were 2 machines with pro�le A and
4 machines with pro�le B. \Seq," labels the execution
time of the sequential matrix multiplication program.

We have accounted for the overhead of fault mask-
ing, load balancing, networking, swapping, updating
memory, etc. The reported times were \wall clock,"
or elapsed times, not CPU or virtual times. As the
pseudo-random �lling of the input matrices is \phony,"
the times were measured for the execution starting with
line 16. The e�ciency ranged from 84% to 94%. (The
latter for a Calypso execution with a single machine.
Thus if we were to utilize this as the base case, the
e�ciency would be more than 89% for all cases.)

Calypso worked e�ciently and transparently in
the case of dynamic and unpredictable (to the pro-
grammer) availability patterns. It utilized slow ma-

chines, integrated newly arrived machines, and by-

passed machines that disappeared.
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